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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Background

Language is one of the fundamental features of community. It is always used

among the people in their societies or communities. When we use language, we

typically use it to communicate information. To establish successful

communication, there should be participants, place, topic and so on. The

communicative actions are studied in pragmatics. Pragmatics is concerned with

the study of meaning as communicated by a speaker (or writer) and interpreted by

a listener (or reader). It has consequently more to do with the analysis of what

people mean by themselves. Pragmatics deals with the speaker’s intended meaning

of utterances and its effect on the other participants in an act of communication.

The speaker’s meanings of any utterance its effects and implicatures largely

depend on the context or situation in which it is used. Pragmatics relates the

linguistic expressions and nonlinguistic situations in order to interpret the meaning

of those expressions. Pragmatics can be ultimately defined as the study of

language with reference to the context or situation in which it is used. In this

regard, Sapir (1921) states:

Speech is a human activity that varies without assignable limit as we pass

from social group to social group because it is purely historical heritage of

the group, the product of long continued social usage. It arises all creative

effort varies -not as consciously, perhaps, but not the less as truly as do the

religious, the beliefs, the customs, and the art of the different people.

Walking is an organic, an instinctive, function (not, of course, itself an

instinct), speech is an -instinctive acquired, “cultural” function (p. 4).
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Speech act is the basic unit of language used to express meaning, an utterance that

expresses an intention. Normally, the speech act is a sentence, but it can be a word

or phrase as long as it follows the rule necessary to accomplish the intention.

Grundy (2000) states, “Speech act might be seen as a prototypically pragmatic

phenomenon in the sense that they challenge the notion that there is a one to one

correspondence between a form and its function” (p.68). Likewise, Yule (1993)

says, “In attempting to experiences containing grammatical structures and words,

they perform actions via those utterances which are generally called speech acts”

(p.47). When we communicate, we express our thoughts and emotions through a

number of utterances that have a particular speech act and in English; they are

commonly given more specific labels, such as invitation, apology, promise,

request, etc. These descriptive terms for different kinds of speech acts apply to the

speaker’s communicative intention in producing an utterance. The speaker

normally expects that his or her communicative intention will be recognized by the

hearer are usually helped in this process by the circumstances surrounding the

utterance which is also known as speech events. The role of speech event is very

crucial in communication or conversation because it determines the interpretation

of an utterance as performing a particular speech act.

To understand language, one must understand the speaker’s intention. Since a

language is an intentional behavior; it should be treated like a form of action. In

other words, an utterance which conveys one communicative function is a speech

act. Speech is not just used to state something; it actually does something speech

act stresses the intent of the act as a whole. Therefore, understanding the speaker’s

intention is essential to capture the meaning. Without the speaker’s intention it is

impossible to understand the words as a speech act. In this way, a speech act is

communicative activity that fulfils some purpose in communication (i.e.

communicative function). To put it in another way, the speech act can be viewed

as a functional unit in communication.
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Thus, speech act is one of the domains of pragmatics that serves function in

communication. Speech act includes real life interaction and requires not only

knowledge of the language but also appropriate use of that language within a

given culture. In this scenario, my present analyzed different speech acts of

English and Kalikote dialect of Nepali.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Utterances are produced by their native speakers differently than that of non-

native speakers because of linguistic features such as structures, pronunciation,

lexicon and so on. Because of such features, language varies one to another.

Speech act cannot be used in vacuum or in isolation. It is used among the people

in their societies or communities and is closely related to the context. In the lack of

sufficient knowledge and understanding of speech acts; there may be hindrance to

encode and interpret the context and meaning of utterances.

Learners of all language have different understandings of the intended meaning

communicated by a speech act using appropriate language and manner in the

language is being learned. There is almost no research found by making

comparison of English with Kalikote dialect. The native speakers Kalikote do not

have any formal description of their dialect. They are interested in their language

be analyzed in terms of speech acts with one of the standard languages. They are

also interested to find out the areas of similarities and differences in English and

Kalikote. Likewise, English as foreign language classes in Nepal, because of

mother tongue interference, the Kalikote native speakers commit errors while

learning English speech acts. So, the study of speech act is needed. In this context,

this study entitled “Speech Acts in English and Kalikote Dialect of Nepali” made

an attempt to analyze speech acts addresses to different persons/people.
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1.3 Objectives of the Study

The objectives of the study were as follows:

I. To identify the Kalikote speech acts.

II. To compare the Kalikote speech acts with that of English.

III. To point out some pedagogical implications based on the findings.

1.4 Research Questions

This study was oriented to find out the answers of the following research

questions:

a. Which speech acts are more direct; Kalikote or English?

b. Do Kalikote native speakers use similar or different speech acts with that of

English?

c. Which speech acts are more polite; Kalikote speech acts or English?

1.5 Significance of the Study

Any study has its own importance in related areas. This study was about

comparative study of the speech acts in English language and Kalikote dialect.

This study will be beneficial to all those who are interested in the English

language and Kalikote dialect.

It will be equally important to researchers and students who are teaching and

learning English as foreign language at school where Kalikote native speakers

appear as students. In the same way, this research will be helpful for course book

designers, text book writers, teachers and students, because they can get some

ideas from it, for example, to develop local level curriculum especially in mother

tongue, this type of study will be helpful. They can use the findings of it. Beside

this, this study can also be useful to the ones who will be interested in
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sociolinguistics aspects of Kalikote dialect and English language and other people

as well.

1.6 Delimitations of the Study

This study had the following limitations:

a. This study was based on Searle’s different classification of speech acts.

b. This study was limited to forty native speakers of Kalikote dialect.

c. It was also limited to Lalu VDC of Kalikot district.

d. It was also based on three speech acts, i.e. direct, indirect and non-polite

speech acts.

e. Likewise, this study was limited to purposive non-random sampling

procedures.

f. Similarly, this study was limited to the information obtained through

unstructured interview and questionnaire.

1.7 Operational Definitions of the Key Terms

Speech act: Speech act refers to the communicative activity with

reference to the intentions of a speaker while speaking

and the effect achieved on a listener.

Speech event: This term refers to a particular instance when people

exchange speech.

Direct speech acts: Direct speech acts deal with those responses which

show the direct relationship between a structures and a

function.

Indirect speech acts: Indirect speech acts refer to those responses which

show the indirect relationship between a structure and a
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function.  They are generally associated with greater

politeness in English than direct speech acts.

Literate: Literate refers to those informants who have got their

academic qualifications to read and write.

Educated: Educated refers to those informants who have got their

academic qualifications of intermediate or above.

Illiterate: Illiterate refers to those informants who have not got

academic qualifications to read and write.

Non-polite responses: All the other responses except direct and indirect

speech acts. They are impolite responses which do not

give the expression of direct and indirect speech acts

explicitly or implicitly.

Pragmatics: Pragmatics refers to the study of speaker’s meaning or

contextual meaning.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND CONCEPTUAL

FRAMEWORK

This section includes following the theoretical review, empirical review,

implications of the review and conceptual framework in relation to Kalikote and

English speech acts.

2.1 Review of Theoretical Literature

Review of theoretical literature is most important in research study. Its main

purpose is to establish theoretical framework for the topic/subject area. It shows

the originality and relevance of the research problem and demonstrates the

preparedness to complete the research. The reviews of theoretical literature related

to my study that is as follows:

2.1.1 Ethnography of Speaking

The term ethnography of speaking was first introduced by American sociolinguist

and anthropologist Hymes (1972). He used the term to refer to the study of

language use in relation to entire range of extra-linguistic variables within the

social and cultural contexts. The ethnography of speaking is an approach to

analyzing language (or speech) with such awareness of culture bond assumption.

The approach highlights the complexities of communication in an unfamiliar

culture, and the success of communication in the familiar society and culture.

The ethnography of speaking is the framework of analyzing the social cultural

components that influence the speaker. The framework that Hymes has developed

for the analysis of speech in the communicative events takes into account the

various socio-cultural components which are involved in speaking, such as

participants, settings, ends, act sequences and so on. Ethnography of speaking is

description or analysis of all these factors which are essential to achieve the social
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and cultural goals of the communicative events or of the interactions. Hymes

(1974, as cited in Wardhaugh, 2008, p. 247) uses the word SPEAKING as an

acronym for the various factors which are related to social and cultural aspects of

the speech. The analysis of these factors or components makes ethnography of

speaking. The components are briefly discussed below:

1. Setting and scene (S)

These two components related to physical and psychological conditions in which

the speech has taken place. ‘Setting’ refers to the physical condition that is made

up of time and place. It is concrete physical circumstance in which the speech or

language is used. ‘Scene’ refers to the psychological component that is related to

the feelings, conventions and cultural aspects of the speech. For example,

language used in the classroom interaction is setting and the scene (i.e. teacher-

student behaviors, rules, disciplinary norms, values and so on).

2. Participants (p)

The language used is always influenced by the characteristics or identities of the

participants. According to the faces, status, power education, gender, age and other

similar social factors of the participants’, specific language forms and varieties are

used. The relationships between the participants also influence the speech. The

participants include various combinations of the speaker- listener, addressor-

addressee, or sender- receiver. They generally play certain socially specified roles.

3. Ends (E)

Every speech event has a specific goal or end that the language or speech has to

fulfill. Thus, the term ‘end’ refers to the outcomes of an exchange or of

communication. The goal of communication can be of two types: the first,

conventionally recognized and expected social and cultural goals, and next,

personal goal of the participants that they seek to accomplish in particular speech
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situation. Thus, ends are the reasons for the talk; e.g. to plan an event, to catch up

socially, to greet someone, to get ones married, to inform, and so on. The ends are

related to the functions of language.

4. Act sequence (A)

This is a component of ethnography of speaking that refers to the way of ordering

and organizing the speech acts so that they became cohesive and coherent and

meaningful. The component of act sequence is concerned with the composition of

the speech with the help of message (or meaning), forms of language and

functions of language. Act sequence is thus the way of organizing the speech in

respect to contents, language forms and function.

5. Key (K)

The term key refers to the general mechanics of speech, such as tone, manner,

spirit, or style in which a particular message is conveyed so that specific result or

effect can be felt in communication event. The key characterizes the features of

the speakers, such as light hearted, serious, bold and aggressive and so on. The

emotional tone of speech signals these features. The nonverbal devices of

communication, such as gestures, sign, etc. are also keys of the speech.

6. Instrumentalities (I)

The component ‘instrumentalities’ refers to the choice of channels for speech,

such as oral, written, telegraphic, and so on. It also refers to the choice of language

variety such as dialect, register, vernacular code, standard code and so on.

7. Norms of interaction and interpretation (N)

Norms of interaction refers to the conventional rules or maxims of convention,

such as opening pre-closing, closing, and so on. The norms of interpretation refer
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to the components which are related to social and cultural knowledge which the

participants share while speaking.

8. Genre (G)

Genre is the component of ethnography of speaking that represents the type and

format of the speech such as phone call, face to face interview and so on. Each

genre is marked a specific way to the different from the other.

2.1.2 Speech Act Theory: An Overview

Speech act theory attempts to explain how speakers use language to accomplish

intended actions and how hearers infer intended meaning from what is said.

Although speech act studies are how considered a sub-discipline cross cultural

pragmatics, they actually take their origin in the philosophy of language. Austin

(1962) states:

It was for too long the assumptions of philosophers that the business of a

‘statement’ can only be to ‘describe’ some state of affairs; to state some

facts; which it must be either truly or falsely. But now in recent years, many

things, which would once have been accepted without question as

‘statements’ by both philosophers and grammarians have been scrutinized

with new care. It has commonly held that many utterances which look like

statements are either not intended at all, or only intended impart straight

forward information about the fact (p. 1).

Philosophers like Austin (1962), Grice (1975) and Searle (1965, 1969, 1975)

offered basic insight into this new theory of linguistic communication based on the

assumption that the minimal units of human communication are not linguistic
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expression, but rather the performance of certain kinds of fact, such as making

statements, asking questions, giving, directions, apologizing, thanking, and so on.

Austin (1962) defines the performance of uttering words with a consequential

purpose as “The performance of the locutionary act, and the study of utterance

thus for and in these respect the study of locution, or of full units of speech” (p.

68). According to Cohen (1996), these unites of speech are not tokens of the

symbols or words or sentences, but rather units of linguistic communication and it

is the production of the token in the performance of the speech act that constitute

(the literal meaning of the utterance), and perlocutionary force (the effect

produced by the utterance in a given context). According to Austin (1962), there

are two types of meaning which are as follows:

1) Propositional Meaning

It is also known as locutionary meaning. This is the direct or basic literal meaning

of the utterance which is conveyed by the particular words and structure which the

utterance contains. This is the propositional content of the sentence. For example,

in ‘I am hungry’ the propositional meaning is what the utterance says about the

speaker’s physical state.

2) Illocutionary Meaning

It is also known as illocutionary force. This is the intention in making the

utterance (illocutionary force). This is the communicative force the utterance has

on the listener. For example, in the above stated utterance, ‘I am hungry’ the

illocutionary meaning is the intention of the speaker to get something to eat from

the listener. Thus, the utterance may be intended as a request for something to eat.
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2.1.3 Speech Acts and Events

In attempting to express themselves, people do not only produce utterance

containing grammatical structures and words, they perform actions via those

utterances, if we work in a situation where a boss has a great deal of power, than

the boss’s utterance of the expression in (1) is more than just a statement.

1. You are fired.

The utterance in (1) can be used to perform the act of ending our employment.

However, the actions can be quite pleasant, as in the compliment performed by

(2a) the acknowledgement of thanks in (2b), or the expression of surprise in (2c).

2. a. You are so delicious.

b. You are welcome.

c. You are crazy (Yule, 1993, p. 47).

Speech act which analyzes the roles of utterances in relation to the behavior of

speaker and hearer in interpersonal communication is not only act of speech but

also a communicative activity, defined with the reference to the intention of the

speakers while speaking and the effect they achieve on listeners. Different

descriptive terms as apology, complaint, compliment, invitation, promise or

request for different kinds of speech acts apply to the speaker’s common intention

in producing an utterance.

The speaker normally expects that his/her communicative intention will be

recognized by the hearer. Both the speaker and hearer are usually helped in this

process by the circumstances surrounding the utterance. These circumstances,

including other utterances, are called the speech events. We can look at the set of

utterances produced in this kind of situation as a speech event.

John: Oh, Marry, I’m glad you’re here.

Marry: What’s up?
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John: I can’t get my computer to work.

Marry: It is broken?

John: I don’t think so.

Marry: What’s it doing?

John: I don’t know. I’m useless with computers.

Marry: What kind is it?

John: It’s Mac. Do you use them?

Marry: Yeah.

John: Do you have a minute?

Marry: Sure.

John: Oh, great (Yule, 1993, p. 57).

2.1.4 Classification of Speech Acts

According to Searle (1975), there are five types of illocutionary speech acts, which

are as follows:

1. Assertives: Assertives commit the speaker to do something being the

case. The different kinds are: suggesting, putting forward, swearing,

boosting and concluding. For example: No one makes a better cake than

me.

2. Directives: Directives try to make the addressee perform an action. The

different kinds are: asking, ordering, requesting, inviting, advising, and

begging. For example: Could you close the window?

3. Commissives: Commissives express how the speaker feels about the

situation. The different kinds are: promising, planning, vowing, betting,

opposing. For example: I’m going to Paris tomorrow.
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4. Expressives: Expressives express how the speaker feels about situation.

The different kinds are: thanking, apologizing, welcoming, deploring.

For example: I am sorry that I lied you.

5. Declarations: Declarations change the state of the world in an

immediate way. The different kinds are announcing, ordering, deciding.

For example: I swear, I beg you.

Similarly, one general classification system lists five types of general functions

performed by speech acts: declarations, representatives, expressive, directives, and

commissives.

1. Declarations: Declarations are speech acts that change the world via their

utterance. The speaker has to have a special institutional role, in a specific context

in order to perform a declaration appropriately.

a. I now pronounce you husband and wife.

b. You’re out!

c. We find the defendant guilty.

In using declaration, the speaker changes the world via words.

2. Representatives: Representatives are speech acts that state what the speaker

believes to the case or not. Statements of fact, assertions, conclusions, and

descriptions, are all examples of the speakers representing the world as he/she

believes it is.

a. The earth is flat.

b. Chomsky didn’t write about peanuts.

c. It was warm sunny day.

In using representative, the speaker makes words fit the world (of belief).
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3. Expressives: Expressives are speech acts that state what the speaker feels. They

express psychological states and statements of pleasure, pain, likes, dislikes, joy,

sorrow. They can be caused by something the speaker does or hearer does but they

are about the speaker’s experience.

a. I’m really sorry.

b. Congratulations!

c. Oh, Yes, great.

In using an expressive, the speaker makes words tit the world (of feeling).

4. Directives: Directives are speech acts that speaker used to get someone else to

do something. They express what the speaker wants. They are commands, orders,

requests, suggestions, or they can be positive or negative.

a. Give me a cup of coffee.

b. Make it black.

c. Could you lend me a pen, please?

d. Don’t touch that.

In using a directive, the speaker attempts to make the world tit the words.

5. Commissives: Commissives are speech acts that speakers used to commit

themselves to do some futures action. They express what the speaker intends.

They are promises, threats, and pledges. They can be performed by the speaker

alone or by the speaker as a member of group.

a. I’ll be back.

b. I’m going to get it right next time

c. We will not do that.

In using a commissive, the speaker undertakes to make the world fit the words.

These five general functions of speech acts are summarized in table.
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Table No.1

Functions of Speech Acts

Speech Act Type Direction of  Fit S=Speaker

X=Situation

Declarations Words change the world S causes X

Representatives Make words fit the world S believes X

Expressives Make words fit the world S feels X

Directves Make the world fit words S wants X

Commissives Make the world fit words S intends X

This table shows the five general functions of speech acts following Searle (1979,

p. 55).

1.2.5 Direct Speech Acts and Indirect Speech Acts

There are differences in how the speech act is performed, either directly or

indirectly. According to Searle (1975), the simplest causes of meaning are those in

which the speaker utters a sentence and means exactly and literally what he says.

In this case, there is direct correlation in the utterance type and function giving a

direct speech act (DSA). Therefore, the utterance ‘I apologize’ and ‘give me your

jacket’ would be DSAs because the types and functions are related. In the sentence

‘I apologize’ the expressive is given and expresses an apology. In the directive, it

is used to order (direct) someone to give a jacket. The essential condition is

fulfilled in the ‘attempt for the addressee to perform the speaker’s intention’ by the

predicate ‘Give me your jacket’.

In indirect speech acts (ISAs), the form is different from the function. Usually in

this case, the ISA carries meaning in the utterance but the intended force in the

speech acts has a secondary meaning also. As Searle states (1975), the speaker

utters a sentence, means what he says, but also means something more. The classic
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example ‘can you pass the salt?’ is clearly a case for ISA. The literal meaning of
‘can you pass the salt?’ refers to the ability of the hearer to pass the salt physically,
while the intended meaning or perlocutionary effect of the utterance is for the

hearer to pass the salt.

Whenever there is direct relationship between a structure and a function, we have

a direct speech act. Where there is an indirect relationship between a structure and

a function, we have an indirect speech act. Thus, a declarative used to make a

statement is a direct speech act, but a declarative used to make a request is an

indirect speech act. As illustrated in (1), the utterance in (1a) is a declarative.

When it is used to make a statement, as paraphrased in (1b) it is functioning as a

direct speech act. When it is used to make a command/request, as paraphrased in

(1c). It is functioning as an indirect speech act.

(1) a. It is cold outside.

b. I hereby tell you about the weather.

c. I hereby request of you that you close the door.

Different structures can be used to accomplish the same basic function, as in (2),

the speaker wants the addressee not to stand in front of the TV. The basic function

of all the utterances in (2) is a command/request, but only the imperative structure

in (2a) represents a direct speech act. The interrogative structure in (2b) is not

being used only as a question; hence it is an indirect speech act. The declarative

structure (2c) is also an indirect speech act.

(2) a. Move out of the way!

b. Do you have a stand in front of the TV?

c. You’re standing in front of the TV (Yule, 1993, p. 55).

Indirect speech acts are generally associated with greater politeness in English

than direct speech acts. In order to understanding why we have to look at a bigger

picture than just a single utterance performing a single speech act.
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1.2.6 Politeness and Indirect Speech Acts

Politeness strategies are used to form the message in order to save the hearer’s

face when face -threatening acts (an act that inherently damage the face of the

addressee or the speaker by acting in opposition to the wants and desires of the

others) are inevitable or desired. According to Brown and Levinson (1987), there

are four main types of politeness strategies as: blad on-record, negative politeness,

positive politeness and off record (indirect). According to Silvia (n.d), illustrations

of these four types of strategies are as follows:

You see a cup of pens on your teacher’s desk, and you wanted to use one, would

you:

A: Ooh, I want to use one of those!   (blad on-record strategy)

B: So, is it ok, if I use one of those pens?   (positive politeness)

C: I’m sorry to bother you but, I just wanted to ask you could

use one of those pens?   (negative politeness)

D: Hmm, I sure could use a blue pen right now. (off-record/indirect)

The last type of politeness strategy, off- record includes the indirect speech acts. It

uses indirect language and removes the speaker from the potential to be imposing;

in fact most politeness is indirect.

(1) Wow it’s getting cold in here.

This sentence is implying that it would be nice if the listener would get up and turn

up the thermostat without directly asking the listener to do so. If the listener

answers ‘I’ll go close the window’ then there is responding to this potentially

threatening act by giving a ‘gift’ to the speaker. By this means, speaker avoids the

potential threat of ordering the listener and the listener gets credit for being

generous or co-operative.

(2) Would you mind carrying some of my stuffs?
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This indirect speech act refers to a mild request to the listener to help the speaker

carrying his stuffs. This is more polite than the sentence ‘can you carry some of

my stuffs?’ or ‘carry some of my stuffs’ which indicates so vividly a kind of order.

Here, the sample (2) is avoiding the listener’s possible interpretation of being

ordered. If the wills to help the speaker, it would be a co-operative. However, if

the listener does not want to, at least he does not feel that he is being ordered.

(3) I would appreciate it if you could make less noise.

Compare sentence (3) with ‘shut up!’ or ‘don’t be noisy, please’. This politeness

strategy is actually expecting the listener to shut up without imposing the listener

that he is prohibited to make noise directly.

To conclude, indirect speech acts are considered more polite than direct speech

acts. People trying to be polite, either making request, prohibition, asking for help,

or order or thus they use indirect speech acts. These indirect speech acts are

avoiding the listener to be face threatened or to save their ‘face’ and at the same

time, also save the speakers’ face.

2.2 Review of the Empirical Literature

Though a great number of studies have been carried out on various aspects or

factors related to English language, Nepali language and dialects, there are no

researches found by making comparison of English speech acts with Kalikote. So,

I have decided to carry out a research in ‘Speech Acts in English and Kalikote

Dialect of Nepali’. The related empirical literature of this study is as follows:

Magar (2009) conducted a research on “Asking permission in English and Tharu”.

His objective was to compare the different forms of asking for permission and

their corresponding terms in English with those in Western Tharu. His design of

the study was survey. He selected eighty native speakers randomly and the data

collection tool was situational questionnaire. He found that the thirty different
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forms of asking for permission in Tharu. Among them the form ‘…verb + äũ?’

was the most frequent form, its frequency marks was one hundred and twenty.

Similarly, Chaudhary (2010) carried out a research on “Speech acts in Tharu and

English”. The main objective was to find out different speech acts used by Tharu

native speakers. His design of the study was survey. He selected eighty native

speakers of the Tharu language from the Saptari district using the judgmental non-

random sampling procedure. His data collection tool was interview schedule and

questionnaire. The study found that the relation of assertive forms in Thru and

English. Likewise, English has different negative expressions but Tharu has no

such expressions and English speakers have many expressive words but Tharu

speakers have no many expressive words.

In the same way, Shahi (2010) carried out a research on “Speech acts in English

and Jumli”. The main objective of the study was to find out different speech acts

in English and Jumli. His design of the study was survey. He used sixty native

speakers of Jumli and English non-randomly. His data collection tool was

situational questionnaire. He found that English native speakers used thirty

percentage indirect responses but Jumli native speakers did not use such responses

to address sisters and the English native speakers were more polite than Jumli

native speakers.

Likewise, Yadav (2011) carried out a research on “Extending accepting and

declining invitation in English and Maithali”. Her main objective was to identify

different forms of extending, accepting and declining invitation used by the native

speakers of English. The study used survey design by using questionnaire to sixty

native speakers of Maithali from different districts where Maithali is spoken. She

found that maximum numbers of neutral forms of invitation are found in Maithali

where as maximum numbers of less polite forms of invitation are found in English

while extending invitation to friends.
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And, Bohara (2012) conducted a research on “Speech acts in English and

Bajhangi”. The main objective of the study was to find out different speech acts

used by Bajhangi and English native speakers. His design of the study was survey.

The sample population of his study was sixty native speakers of Bajhingi and

English using judgmental non-random sampling procedure. He used questionnaire

for the collection of data. The study found that both English and Bajhangi native

speakers used more indirect speech acts and less non polite responses while

addressing to people/persons. And English native speaker seemed more polite but

Bajhangi native speaker seemed less polite.

In this regard, my study is different from all the above reviewed studies. My study

is the attempt of the comparison of English and Kalikote speech acts within the

Searle's classification of illocutionary speech acts (1975).

2.3 Implications of the Review for the Study

In literature review, my central focus was to examine and evaluate what has been

done before on a topic and establish the relevance of the information to my own

research. This review of my rigorous study from different related books, journals,

articles and research report helped in my work. Reviewing the literature is very

helpful in shaping research problem. It helped me to understand the subject area

better and to understand the relationship between my research problem and the

body of knowledge in the area. Specially, I got information about actual findings

of their research studies.

This review of the study may help to ensure the professional knowledge of the

study and it helped me to understand how the findings of the study fit into the

existing body of knowledge. Similarly, it is also important to examine and

evaluate what has been said before on a topic and what has not been said yet for

finding new areas for further research. Moreover, it helps to develop the

theoretical framework which this study emerges.
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Magar (2009) found that the permission form ‘…verb + äũ?’ was the most

frequent form in Tharu language. It helped me to find the way of analyzing the

form of permission in English correspondence with those in western Tharu.

Similarly, Chaudhary (2010) helped me to think about sample population, data

collection tools and techniques. In the same way, Shahi (2010) attempted to find

out the difference between speech acts in English and Jumli. This research was

very useful to me to find out new research area of the particular dialect;

consequently, I selected the topic of my research. Likewise, Yadav (2011) found

that the maximum numbers of neutral forms of invitation are in Maithali. This

study mostly helped me to shape the idea about methodology used in the research.

Furthermore, Bohara (2012) carried out the researches on speech acts in English

and Bajhangi. It was also good secondary sources to me, especially in making

hypothesis about the study and finding reference materials by using the reference

section.

Therefore, I have got different ideas as the way of reviewing literature, methods

and procedure of the study, discussion of the study and so on. Thus, the

aforementioned studies have their own value and importance in their respective

fields. Here, being a native speaker of Kalikote dialect, I have selected this topic.
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2.4 Conceptual Framework

A conceptual framework is very important component of a research. It is the

representation of the understanding of the theories by the researcher and his or her

own conceptualization of the relationship between different variables. A

conceptual framework enables the researcher to find links between the existing

literature and his or her own research goals. Therefore, I have tried to show the

relationship among the different variables in the figure as below:

Speech Acts

English Speech Acts Kalikote Speech Acts

Assertives

Directives

Expressives

Direct Speech Acts

Indirect Speech Acts

Commissives

sssssssDeclarations
Non Polite Speech Acts

AAAAAAAzz      Acts

Speech Act

Performance

Situation

Communicative

Context

Location

Age

Social Status

Level of Formality

Speech Community
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All above variables used in the figure are intertwined each other. Speech act of

one language may be different than other. It can be categorized in some types as

direct, indirect, polite and non-polite. In the same way, these concepts can further

be categorized as assertive, directives commissives, expressives and declarations.

Speech acts are an important and integral part of day to day life of language.

Therefore, Kalikote speech acts and English speech acts perform to fulfill the

communicative need in their language community. Some of the factors that affect

in the performance of speech acts are situation, communicative context, location,

age, social status, level of formality and so on. All above these activities can be

done only in the speech community. That’s why, all these concepts are so much

important and useful in my research.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODS AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY

This chapter deals with the methodology implemented during the study. For the

fulfillment of the study, the researcher adopted following methodology:

3.1 Design of the Study

To find and compare the speech acts of English and Kalikote, the researcher used

mixed research design (i.e. qualitative and quantitative) in general and survey

research design in particular. The researcher used the survey research because

such a study addressed the large population by selecting sample population. So,

this research carried out in large number of population in order to find out the

determined objectives of the study. In this type of research, the researcher visited

the determined field to collect the data.

According to Kerlinger (1986), the survey research is a kind of research which

studies large and small population or universe by selecting and studying sample

chosen from the population to discover the relative incidence distribution and

interrelationship of social and psychological variables.

Nunan (1992, p. 140) states, “The main purpose of survey research is to obtain

snapshot of conditions, attitudes and or events at single in point”.

In this regard, Nunan (1992, p. 141) suggests the following eight step procedures

of survey research:

Step1: Define objectives -What do we want to find out?

Step2: Identify target population -Who do we want to about?

Step3: Literature review -What have others said/discovered

about the issue?
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Step4: Determine sample -How many subjects should we survey,

and how will identify these?

Step5: Identify survey instruments -How will the data will be collected:

questionnaire/interview?

Step6: Design survey procedure -How will the data collection actually be

carried out?

Step7: Identify analytical procedure -How will the data be assembled and

analyzed?

Step8: Determine reporting procedure -How will be written up and

presented?

Through survey research, a great deal of information can be obtained by studying

large population. It is considered as a very important and indispensible tool for

studying social attitudes, beliefs values, etc. It is equally efficient at collecting

information form a large number of respondents. Therefore, I selected this design

in my study.

3.2 Population and the Sample of the Study

The population of the study was all the native speakers of Kalikote dialect and the

sample was 40 native speakers of Kalikote dialect.

3.3 Sampling Procedure

The researcher used purposive non-random sampling procedure for the selection

of the sample. The researcher visited 40 native speakers of Kalikot district. The

respondents were Kalikote native speakers from Lalu VDC, Kalikot to collect

different speech acts. For the research purpose, especially, literate and educated

people were selected who can translate the Nepali language into their mother

tongue.
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3.4 Data Collection Tools

The researcher developed a set of questionnaire and unstructured interview as the

tool of this study. The questionnaires were prepared in both English and Nepali

language and based on Searle’s different classification of speech acts. For English

speech acts, the research was based on authentic English reference materials,

especially Searle (1969, 1975, 1979) and Matreyek (1983). The English speech

acts from Searle (1969 and 1979), Matreyek (1983) and Yule (1993) were

categorized within searles classification of illocutionary speech acts (1975), i.e.

assertives, directives, commissives, expressives and declarations.

3.5 Data Collection Procedure

The researcher prepared a set of questionnaire. The researcher visited the selected

area. At first, the researcher introduced himself to the informants and established

rapport with them. The native speakers of Kalikote were asked to respond in

Kalikote dialect. Then, the researcher distributed questionnaire forms to the

concerned informants and request them to translate into their mother tongue. In

this process, the informants translated the questionnaire of Nepali language into

their mother tongue equivalence. The researcher explained the questionnaire,

when they felt difficult. For the English speech acts, the researcher used secondary

sources.

3.6 Data Analysis and Interpretation Procedure

Systematically collected data was analyzed, interpreted and presented

descriptively with the help of table, illustrations, etc.
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CHAPTER FOUR

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

This chapter deals with the analysis and interpretation of the data. All the

translated English speech acts by Kalikote native speakers were analyzed on the

basis of Searle’s classification of illocutionary speech acts as assertives, directives ,

commissives, expessives, and declarations. These speech acts are further analyzed

on the basis of direct and indirect within non-polite speech acts. The division is

made on the basis of respondents’ translation of English speech acts into Kalikote

dialect.

4.1 Analysis of Data and Interpretations of the Results

Analysis and interpretation of different illocutionary speech acts with illustrations

of Kalikote dialect is done as follows:

4.1.1 Assertive Forms

Assertive forms are those forms which can be straightforward and open expression

of our needs, desires, thoughts and feelings. The different kinds of assertive forms

can include as suggesting, believing, agreeing, swearing, boosting, putting

forward, concluding, etc. The various types of assertive forms translated and

expressed by the Kalikote native speakers are as follows:

 The Kalikote native speakers used the speech act 'suggesting' to tell some idea

for other people who listen to the speaker, they translated these kinds of

speech acts as follows:

In English

I suggest we take the night bus.

In Kalikote

Mero salla hamule baberika basamani janupadchha.
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 The Kalikote respondents used the assertive form 'believing' to think that

something is possible or not for their future planning of actions and they

translated those speech acts as follows:

In English

I believe, it will be our wonderful journey.

In Kalikote

Makana lagya ta yo hammo Kaihilai naharya hatai hunya jo chha.

 Similarly, the Kalikote speakers translated the speech act 'agreeing' to show

nearness with someone’s agreement and they have translated those acts as

follows:

In English

I agree with you.

In Kalikote

Ma tomi sathai chhaun.

 The Kalikote informants used the speech act 'swearing' to assure someone not

to do something again. And they translated those types of exponents as

follows:

In English

I am certainly never going again.

In Kalikote

Ma sanchhi tyan kailai janya nai.

 In the same way, the Kalikote informants expressed the act 'boasting' to feel

proud among the people if they have the skills better than others. They

translated those speech acts as follows:

In English

No one makes better bread than me.
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In Kalikote

Mera ja ramda rota konnei haldaina.

4.1.2 Directive Forms

Directives are those kinds of speech acts that are to cause the hearer to take a

particular action .There are different kinds of directive forms which are requesting,

asking, ordering, inviting, advising, begging, commanding, etc. The Kalikote

informants translated these speech acts respectively as follows:

 The Kalikote respondents have used the 'requesting' form used to somebody to

do something and they translated those acts as follows:

In English

Would you mind waiting here?

In Kalikote

Eithi dhuki dinya hauki?

 The speech acts related to 'asking' were used to tell somebody that they would

like to do something for themselves and Kalikote respondents translated those

acts as follows:

In English

May I open this window?

In Kalikote

Kya ma yo jhyal ugadna sakaula?

 In the same way, native speaker of Kalikote expressed the act 'ordering' to

state that exists when people obey laws, rules or authority and they translated

those types of speech acts as follows:

In English

I order you to get out!
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In Kalikote

Tomi puda bhahira hata.

 Likewise, the native speakers of Kalikote used the speech act 'inviting' to tell

others to take part in their social works and they translated those speech acts

as follows:

In English

Would you like to join with us?

In Kalikote

Kya tumele hamu satai huna chahaya chhau?

 The speech act 'advising' used to suggest or advise different people or persons

by the Kalikote speakers who translated those expressions as follows:

In English

I think you would better start looking for a new job.

In Kalikote

Mera bicharabati tomi aba ek naulo naukari hara.

 The Kalikote native speakers used the speech act 'begging' to ask somebody

for something anxiously because they want or need it very much. They

translated those speech acts as follows:

In English

Would you please pass the salt?

In Kalikote

Panyash hannu napa nun dinya hauki?

 The native speakers of Kalikote used the speech act 'commanding' while

ordering somebody to do something and they used to control authority over a
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situation or a group people. They translated the English speech acts

'commanding' as follows:

In English

Pass the temple, will you see the hospital.

In Kalikote

Thanabati jaya aspatal dhekaula.

4.1.3 Commissives Forms

Commissives are those kinds of speech acts that the speaker used to commit

themselves to some future actions, which are promising, planning, betting,

threatening, etc. Different kinds of commissives are translated by the Kalikote

native speakers as follows:

 The native speakers of Kalikote used 'promising' to tell somebody that they

definitely do or not do something. They also used to make something seem

likely to happen. They translated the English speech acts promising as

follows:

In English

I promise, I will return your money within ten days.

In Kalikote

Maile bacha harya ma tommo rupiya das din vitta bhujhaunya kabul harchhu.

 In the same way, the Kalikote speakers expressed the speech act 'planning' in

the act of making plans for something like going one place to another. They

translated those types of speech acts as follows:

In English

I am going to Kathmandu tomorrow.

In Kalikote

Ma bhuli Kathmandu hadna lagya chhaun.
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 The Kalikote respondents used the form 'betting' to tell somebody that the act

will not be done in the future, especially to assure the people. They translated

those speech acts, which are as follows:

In English

I promise, I will not tell lie.

In Kalikote

Ma bacha haddo bhaya, aba lapakdaina.

 In the same way, the Kalikote speakers expressed the form 'threatening' while

someone is cheating or doing mistakes. They did not use polite terms as the

sentences were expressed in non-honorific terms to some extent. Generally,

senior people of the Kalikote community expressed such expressions as

follows:

In English

You dare touch to me.

In Kalikote

Toile makan chunnya anta hari.

4.1.4 Expressive forms

Expressives are those speech acts that express the speaker's attitude and emotions

towards the propositions. The different types of expressive forms as thanking,

apologizing, welcoming, congratulating, compliment, etc. are translated by the

Kalikote informants as follows:

 The native speakers of Kalikote expressed the act 'thanking' to tell people that

they are grateful to something or any special work done by them and

respondents also used ‘bhalahari’ and 'nikomanya’ if somebody helps

someone in Kalikote community. Those translated speech acts as follows:
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In English

Thank you for nice work Mohan.

In Kalikote

Bhalohari, ashal kam hari Mohan.

 Similarly, the respondents used 'apologizing' form while people are sorry for

having done wrong and hurt somebody’s feeling and they translated those

speech acts, which are as follows:

In English

I am sorry about losing your radio.

In Kalikote

Tommo ridiyo hariyale makan napa fuchho lagya chha.

 Likewise, the native speakers of Kalikote expressed 'welcoming' form to greet

somebody in a friendly way. In the same way, they expressed to say that they

are very happy for something, if they want. And they translated those acts,

which are as follows:

In English

I am proud to welcome you in this beautiful village.

In Kalikote

Tomikana yai ramda gaunmani padchhana payale garva harchhu.

 The native speakers of Kalikote expressed 'congratulations' act when they

wanted to tell somebody that they are happy of their luck or success. In

getting success, for example, they congratulate their friends if they pass their

exams. In the same way informants also expressed the forms when someone

brings now surprise and they translated those acts, which are as follows:

In English

Congratulation on winning the tournament!
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In Kalikote

Khel jitekale sybasi chha.

 The informants have used 'compliment' form to tell somebody that they like or

admire something that they have done. The native speakers of Kalikote

translated those speech acts as follows:

In English

I have to give you credit.

In Kalikote

Maile tomukana bholohari bhannu padchha.

4.1.5 Declarative Forms

Declarations are those kinds of speech acts that change the world via their

utterance. The acts of declarations are dismissing, declaring, announcing, ordering,

deciding, etc. and they are translated by the native speakers of Kalikote dialect as

follows:

 Here, the informants of Kalikote used the 'dismissing' form to decide that

something is not important and not worth thinking about and they translated

those acts, which are as follows:

In English

I dismissed you from the job.

In Kalikote

Maile tomukana naukaride chhodaidiya.

 The native speakers of Kalikote dialect used the 'declaring' form while stating

something firmly and clearly. And they translated those acts as follows:

In English

We find the defendant guilty.
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In Kalikote

Hami bipachhikan dosi dhekta chhaun.

 Similarly, the Kalikote respondents used the expression related to

'announcing' for something specially plans, decisions, etc. They translated

those types of acts as follows:

In English

I now pronounce you husband and wife.

In Kalikote

Ma aba tomiharulai logne ra swaini bhayau bhando bhaya

 The same way, the respondents used the speech 'ordering' to say to somebody

that they must or should do something. And they translated those types of

speech acts, which are as follows:

In English

I order you to get out!

In Kalikote

Maile bhanya tomi puda bhaira jau/hata.

 Likewise, the respondents used the 'deciding' form for an important action that

will change the situation. And they translated those types of acts, which are as

follows:

In English

I hereby appoint you on the post of primary teacher.

In Kalikote

Ma tomikana prathamikka mastarmni laidula.
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4.1.6 Comparison of the Speech Acts in Kalikote and English Language

While comparing the speech acts of Kalikote and English, the researcher did not

find any reference materials on speech acts in Kalikote dialect. Only the data

collected from forty native speakers of the Kalikote were sole source of speech

acts in the dialect. The researcher collected speech acts of English form Searle

(1969 and 1979), Matreyek (1983) and Yule (1993). In this subunit, the speech

acts of Kalikote dialect are compared with those of English. Comparison of speech

acts of Kalikote and English language have five fold speech acts according to

Searle, which are presented below with similarities and differences.

4.1.6.1 Similarities Between the Speech Acts in Kalikote and English

1) Assertives

The assertive forms of Kalikote and English are presented as follows:

Table No. 2

The Assertive Forms of Kalikote Dialect (KD) and English Language (EL)

Kalikote Speech Acts (KSAs) English Speech Acts (ESAs)

 Mero salla ta humale baberika

basamani janu padnya ho.

 Nepal 2020 samma sapdiya des

hunnya chha.

 Tumele bhanna antya makan

attha chha.

 I am certainly never going there

again.

 I am sorry to say but your student is

bad.

 I believe, it will be our wonderful

journey.

 I believe, it will be our wonderful

journey.
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The table shows that the relations of assertive forms are both in Kalikote and

English. There are used propositional expressions. In both the speech acts, the

propositional meaning is framed within the utterances.

2) Directives

To find out the similarities between the directive forms, which are mentioned as

follows:

Table No. 3

The Directive Forms of KD and EL

KSAs ESAs

 Siddai pudo gaikana dainya

farkau.

 Panyash hannu napa nun dinya

hauki.

 Tamau nakhaidiya hunya chhiyo.

 Would you mind waiting here?

 Would you mind lifting my load

here?

 Will you please stop talking?

 Turn left.

In the above table, the Kalikote speech acts attempt to get the hearer to do some

action in the future. Similarly, the English speech acts also attempts to get the

addressee to do some actions. So, we can say that the both speech acts to get the

hearer to carry out a future course of action.

3) Commissives

To show the similarities between the commissives forms, the Kalikote and English

forms are as follows:
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Table No. 4

The Commissive Forms of KD and EL

KSAs ESAs

 Maile bachha harya ma tomma

rupiya dash din vitta bujhaunya

kabul harchhu.

 Maile tommi bainikana sar

hannya bachha harya.

 Ma bachha haddo bhaya aba

lapakdaina.

 Mai satha bholi motersikal hunya

jo chha.

 Ma bholi rupiya haraunya nai.

 I won’t lose money tomorrow.

 Can I get you some coffee?

 I promise, I won’t tell a lie.

 I am going to Kathmandu

tomorrow.

 Would you like to use my pen?

Above examples commit the speakers to future actions. So, the examples of

commissives sentences show the similarities of promising, offering, guaranteeing

in both Kalikote and English.

4) Expressives

The following table presents how Kalilote speech acts are similar with that of

English:
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Table No. 5

The Expressive Forms of KD and EL

KSAs ESAs

 Makana tommo dako man

padeyo.

 Maile maf chaya chhaun.

 Tomu satha lapakyale napa

fuchho lagya chha.



 I am sorry that lied to you.

 I beg your pardon.

 I have to give you credit.

Above examples include speech acts in which, the words state what speaker feels

such as apologizing, praising, and regretting. This shows that some psychological

state, feelings or attitudes are both in Kalikote dialect and English Language.

5) Declarations

Different declarative forms of Kalikote and English language are given in the table

as follows:

Table No. 6

The Declarative Forms of KD and EL

KSAs ESAs

 Maile tomukana jagirade

chhodaidiya.

 Sarkarle sankat laya chha.

 Ma tomukana lapakya dos

dhekachhu.

 I hereby appoint you on the post of

primary teacher.

 We find defendant guilty.

 I am sure we can save your money.
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Using the above expressions, the speakers change the world via their utterances.

Both Kalikote and English speech acts have explicit meaning and effect in the

context in which they are used such as announcing, ordering, deciding, etc.

4.1.6.2 Differences Between the Speech Acts in Kalikote and English

1) Assertives

To compare the speech acts of Kalikote and English, the assertive forms are

presented as follows:

Table No. 7

The Assertive Forms of KD and EL

Above Kalikote expressions have straightforward meaning than that of English in

assertives. But in English Expressions, we can find I am afraid …, I am sorry…, I

think…, I believe…, etc. as extra apart of sentences which gives indirect meaning.

2) Directives

The Kalikote and English directives are given in the table as follows:

KSAs ESAs

 Hata auna nasakyale makana

napa fuchho lagya chha.

 Makana maf haddeyau maile

biraya tha payana.

 I am afraid ……………..

 I am sorry……………….

 I think…………………..

 I believe…………………
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Table No. 8

The Directive Forms of KD and EL

KSAs ESAs

 Yathi dhukidinya hauki.

 Galigali kuda naharidinya hauki.

 Tamau nakhaidiya hunya chhiyo.

 Would you mind ……?

 Will you please………?

 May I……….?

 Do you mind …………?

From the above table, the researcher found that the English language has many

request forms such as would you mind …?, will you please…?, may I…?, do you

mind …?, etc. But the Kalikote dialect has not many request forms.

3) Commisives

The Kalikote and English commissives are compared in the table as follows:

Table No. 9

The Commissive Forms of KD and EL

KSAs ESAs

 Maisatha bholi motorcycle hunya

chha.

 Ma bholi rupiya haraunya nai.

 Ma ta mandaina.

 I promise, I return your money

within ten days.

 I won’t lose money tomorrow.

 I promised to help your sister.
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The above table shows that the native speakers of Kalikote do not have many

commit words while they used to commit themselves to do some future actions.

But, In English has many commit words such as I promise, I swear, I bet, etc.

4) Expressives

The Kalikote and English expressive forms are as follows:

Table No. 10

The Expressive Forms of KD and EL

KSAs ESAs

 Tomukan mastai swagat chha.

 Khel jityakole syabasi chha.

 Tomukana yai ramda gaunmani

padchhana payale garva harchhu.

 Thank for calling.

 I beg your pardon!

 Welcome back to the class.

 Congratulations!

 I am sorry about losing your radio.

From the above table, the researcher found that the English speakers have many

expressive words such as excuse me, welcome, I am sorry, congratulation, I beg

your pardon, etc. but the Kalikote dialect do not have such many expressive

words.

5) Declarations

To show the distinction between Kalikote and English declarative forms, the

following speech acts are mentioned as follows:
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Table No. 11

The Declarative Forms of KD and EL

KSAs ESAs

 Bato khali haddeutai.

 Aba ma tumukana logne ra swaini

bhayau bahni bahndo bhaya.

 Mero pakka hami tomma rupiya

nikaharikana rakhaula.

 I dismissed you from the job.

 I now pronounce you husband and

wife.

 I am sure we can save your money.

 I herby resign you from the post of

secondary level English teacher.

In English speech acts, there is a special institutional role in a specific context in

order to perform a declaration appropriately. Similarly, there are expressed strong

decisions and announcement in declarations, but this type of expressions are not

found in Kalikote dialect.

4.1.6.3 Politeness in English and Kalikote Speech Acts

Kalikote Speech Acts

1. Tomule bhanna antya maile attha panle (I know what you mean).

2. Mero salla tomi apana okilathi kuda hara (I advise you to talk with your

lawyer).

3. Kaya tomile hamisatai huna chaya chhau (would you like to join with us?).

4. Maile tommi bainikanasar hannya bhaya (I promised to help your sister).

5. Tomukana mastai swagat chha (vary warm welcome to you).

6. Makana tommo dako man padeyo (I love your voice).

7. Bikash toile ta bhabya hari (You did a great job, Bikash).
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8. Ma aba tomiharulai logne ra swaini bhayau bhando bhaya (I now

pronounce you husband and wife).

It was found that the Kalikote native speakers used the underlined words to

address senior and junior both. They both used these words their respected persons

like father, mother and stranger. It shows that the Kalikote speech acts were used

less polite but more non polite than the English speech acts. Similarly, Kalikote

speech acts were direct than that of English speech acts.

4.1.6.4 Direct and Indirect Speech Acts in Kalikote and English

Kalikote Speech Acts

1. Yeithi dhukidinya hauki (would you mind waiting here)?

2. Kuda nahari dinya hauki (will you please stop talking)?

3. Napa nun dinya hauki (would you please pass the salt)?

4. Ma yo jhyal ugadauki (may I open this window)?

5. Tamau nakhai deutai (do you mind stop smoking)?

6. Tomi chaya khanyau ki (can I get you some coffee)?

7. Tomi mera kalamale lekhnya hauki (would you like to use my pen)?

It was also found that the Kalikote speech acts were more direct than the English

speech acts to address different people or persons. Above examples show that the

English speech acts were more indirect speech acts than the Kalikote. Likewise, it

is concluded that the Kalikote informants used large number of direct speech acts

and non-polite forms of language.

4.2 Summary of Findings

From the above analysis and interpretation, it is concluded that there are some

similarities and differences between the English and Kalikote speech acts in terms

of assertive, directive, commissive, expressive and declarative forms of language
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and the occurrence of those speech acts in various situations differ one to another

translated acts by the Kalikote informants. Similarly, it was found that the

Kalikote speech acts were less polite than the English speech acts while addressing

people. On the basis of analysis and interpretations, I came to the conclusion that

the English speech acts were more indirect acts than the Kalikote speech acts.

Similarly, they were more polite than the Kalikote speech acts where as the

Kalikote speech acts were direct and non-polite. The standard Nepali language has

been developed from the ‘Khash' language of Karnali region. Kalikote dialect is

one of them. So, it was found that the many words of Kalikote dialect are similar

with that of Standard Nepali language. Moreover, due to the influence of different

environment, technology, media, cross-culture, even in Kalikote community

nowadays people use excuse me, sorry, congratulation, ok, welcome, thank you,

etc. properly.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions

On the basis of analysis and interpretation of collected data, the major findings of

the present study are summarized as follows:

5.1.1 Speech Acts of Kalikote Dialect

Different illocutionary speech acts found in Kalikote dialect are as follows:

a) Assertives

Kalikote native speakers translated the English assertive forms as:

 Hami rahad haraun.

 Hata auna nasakyale napa fuchho lagya chha.

b) Directives

Native speakers of Kalikote dialect translated and expressed directive forms as:

 Galigali kuda nahari dinya hauki.

 Tamau nakhaidiya hunya chhio.

c) Commissives

The respondents translated and used the commissive forms of English as:

 Ma bholi rupiya haraunya nai.

 Ma bachha haddo bhya aba lapakdaina.

d) Expressives

The Kalikote informants translated the English expressive forms as:
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 Makana tommo dako man padeyo.

 Maile tomukana bhalahari bhannu padnya chha.

e) Declarations

The Kalikote speakers translated English declarations as:

 Aba ma tomiharulai logne ra swaini bhayau bhani bhando bhaya.

 Ma kiriya khaula payas hannu chha.

5.1.2 Similarities Between the Kalikote and English Speech Acts

1) In assertive forms, the propositional meaning is framed within the

utterances in both Kalikote and English speech acts.

2) Kalikote and English speech acts have a future course of action in directive

forms.

3) There is used promising, offering, guaranteeing, in both Kalikote and

English commissive forms.

4) Kalikote and English speech acts have some psychological state, feeling

and attitudes in expressive forms.

5) Both Kalikote and English speech acts have explicit meaning and effect in

declarations, especially in announcing, ordering, and deciding.
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5.1.3 Differences Between Kalikote and English Speech Acts

1) Kalikote speech acts have not many expressions which are found in English

speech acts such as I think, I believe, I am sorry, I am afraid, etc. in

assertive forms.

2) English language has different request forms such as would you mind …?,

will you please…?, may I…?, do you mind …?, etc. in directive forms but

in Kalikote do not have these forms.

3) The native speakers of Kalikote do not have many commit words whereas

English speakers have such commissive words as I promise, I swear, I bet,

etc.

4) English speaker have many expressive words such as excuse me, welcome,

I am sorry, congratulation, I beg your pardon, etc. whereas Kalikote

speakers have limited ones.

5) English speech acts show the strong declarations in an institutional role to

perform declarations appropriately where as Kalikote declarations do not

have strong decisions.

6) Kalikote respondents used more direct forms and less polite forms of

language whereas the English speech acts were more indirect and less non-

polite forms of language.

7) English speech acts are more polite than the Kalikote speech acts.
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5.2 Recommendations

The researcher, on the basis of conclusions, has attempted to forwards some

suggestions for teaching speech acts which would be beneficial for teachers,

students, learners of English and Kalikote. On the basis of the major findings of

the study, following suggestions have been recommended:

1) The Kalikote native speakers who want to learn the English language

should be taught to be more polite in English to address others.

2) There are similarities and differences between Kalikote and English speech

acts. So, the teachers should pay more attention to consider this fact while

teaching.

3) The English native speakers who want to learn Kalikote speech acts should

be informed that the Kalikote speech acts are less polite than the English

speech acts.

4) In teaching and learning process, the teachers should create many situations

on the basis of speech acts.

5) The Kalikote learners who want to learn English language should be aware

of the fact that English has many expressions.

6) The Kalikote learners who want to learn English speech acts should be paid

attention on the fact that the English has many request forms and

expressive words.

Above all the recommendations are only the recommendations for the pedagogical

implications. This research study can be implied in following ways:
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5.2.1 Policy Level Implications

On the basis of findings, the policy level implications can be presented in following

points:

- It can be useful to suggest the curriculum designers to design local level

curriculum.

- It can be helpful to suggest the syllabus designers and text book writers to design

syllabus and textbook in mother tongue.

- Similarly, it can also be helpful to policy makers to know the dialect and make

plan accordingly.

5.2.2 Practice Level Implications

Practical level implications are presented under the heading recommendations. The

further implications in day to day practice are as follows:

- It can be helpful to the reader to know the Kalikote speech acts.

- It can be helpful to the reader to know similarities and differences between

English and Kalikote illocutionary speech acts and its use in daily life.

5.2.3 Implications for Further Research

Present research will be very helpful for those who want to carryout further researches in

the similar topics. They will be benefitted by following ways:

- This study can be useful to new researcher to make hypothesis about the study.

- This study can be useful to provide new areas of study of the particular dialect.

- Likewise, this study can be useful to be a good secondary source for the

researchers.

- Moreover, this study can be helpful to find out the new research areas of the

Kalikote dialect
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Appendix – I

Questionnaire

Dear informants,

This questionnaire is a part of my research study entitled “Speech Acts in English

and Kalikote Dialect of Nepali” under the supervision of Mr. Khem Raj Joshi,

Teaching Assistant of the Department of English Education, T.U., Kirtipur. It is

hoped that your kind co-operation will be a great contribution in the

accomplishment of this research. Your responses will be used only for research

purposes.

Researcher

Bhesh Bahadur Shahi

T.U., Kirtipur, Kathmandu

Name of informants -gfd_:- ……………………….

Address -7]ufgf_:-……………………….

Sex -lnË_:- ……………

Age -pd]/_:- ………..

Academic qualification -z}lIfs of]Uotf_:- ………………

How do you say following expressions in Kalikote dialect? -tnsf egfO{x?nfO{ sflnsf]6]

efifLsfdf s]] eGg'x'G5 <_
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A)  Assertives -lgZrofy{s_

1.   Let’s enjoy ourselves. -xfdL dgf]/~hg u/f}+ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

2.   No one makes better bread than me. -d]/f] eGbf /fd|f] /f]6L s;}n] agfpFb}g ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

3.   I suggest we take the night bus. -d]/f] ;'emfjdf xfdLn] /fqL a; r9\g'k5{ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

4.  Nepal will win in the south Asian football federation championship. -g]kfn blIf0f

PlzofnL k'm6an k|ltof]lutfdf ljhoL x'g]5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

5.   Nepal will become developed country in 2020. -g]kfn @)@) df ljsl;t b]z x'g]5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

6.   I’m afraid, I can’t come to market. -ahf/ cfpg g;s]sf]\df d b'MvLt 5' ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

7.   That’s not necessary. -Tof] cfjZos 5}g ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

8.   I’m sorry to say this but your condition is bad. -d}n] eg]sf]df dfkm ug'{ xf]nf tkfOsf]

cj:yf ulDe/ 5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

9.   I’m sorry. I did not realize. -dnfO{ dfkm ug'{xf]nf . d}n] uNtL dxz'; ug{ ;lsg ._

…………………………………………………………………………………
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10.   I’m sorry to say but your student is bad. -dnfO{ dfkm ug'{xf]nf tkfO{sf] ljBfyL{ unt 5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

11.   I agree with you. -d tkfO{;Fu ;xdt 5' ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

12.   I think, it will rain this evening. -dnfO{ nfU5, cfh ;fem jiff{ x'g]5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

13.   I’m certainly never going there again. -d kSs} klg ToxfF slxNo} hfg] 5}g ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

I4.   I know what you mean. -tkfO{n] eGg vf]h]sf] dnfO{ yfxf 5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

15.   I believe, it will be our wonderful journey. -d ljZjf; u5'{ of] xfd|f] cb\e"t ofqf x'g]5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

B)  Directives -lgb]{zgfTds _

1.   Turn left. -afofF kms{g'xf];\ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

2.   Go straight forwards and turn right. -l;w} k"j{ uP/ bflxg] kms{g'xf];\ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

3.   Pass the temple; you will see the hospital. -dlGb/ eP/ hfg'xf];\ c:ktfn b]Vg'x'g]5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

4.  Would you mind waiting here? -oxfF klv{lbg' x'GYof] ls <_

…………………………………………………………………………………
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5.  Will you please stop talking? -s[kof s'/f gul/lbg' x'GYof] ls <_

…………………………………………………………………………………

6.  Would you mind lifting my load, please? -d]/f] ef/L prfnLlbg'x'G5 ls <_

…………………………………………………………………………………

7.   I order you to get out! -tkfO{ aflx/ hfg'xf];\ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

8.   Would you please pass the salt? -s[kof dnfO{ g'g lbg' x'GYof] ls <_

…………………………………………………………………………………

9.   May I open this window? -d of] emofn vf]Ng ;S5' <_

…………………………………………………………………………………

10.   Do you mind stop smoking? -w'd|kfg gul/lbg' x'GYof] ls <_

…………………………………………………………………………………

11.   I advise you to talk with your lawyer. -d]/f] ;Nnfx, tkfO{ cfk\mgf] jlsn;Fu s'/f ug'{xf];\ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

12.   Try ignoring her for a while. -s]xL ;dosf] nflu pgsf] j]jf:t ug]{ k|of; ug'{xf];\ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

13.   I think you’d better start looking for a new job. -d]/f ljrf/df tkfO{ Pp6f gofF

hflu/sf] vf]hL ug{ ;Sg'x'G5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

14.   Could you close the door? -s] tkfO{ 9f]sf aGb ug{ ;Sg' x'G5 <_

…………………………………………………………………………………
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15.   Would you like to join with us? -tkfO{ xfdL;Fu ;xefuL x'g rfxg'x'G5 <_

…………………………………………………………………………………

C)   Commissives -k|lt1fd"ns_

1.   I promise, I will return your money within ten days. -d bz lbgleq tkfOsf] k};f lkmtf{

ug]{ sa'n u5'{ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

2.   I shall have the motorbike tomorrow. -d ;Fu ef]nL df]6/;fOsn x'g]5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

3.   I won’t lose money tomorrow. -d ef]nL k};f u'dfpg] 5}g ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

4.   Mind your language! -cfkmgf] efiffdf -af]nfOdf_ Wofg b]pm ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

5.   Can I get you some coffee? -d tkfO{nfO{ slkm NofOlbp ls <_

…………………………………………………………………………………

6.   I promised to help your sister. -d}n] tkfO{sf] alxgLnfO{ ;xof]u ug]{ k|lt1f u/] ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

7.   I’m going to Kathmandu tomorrow. -d ef]nL sf7df8f}+ hfFb}5' ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

8.   You dare touch me. -ltdLn] dnfO{ 5'g] lxDdt u5f}{ <_

…………………………………………………………………………………
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9.   Don’t dare tell lies. -e'm7f] af]Ng] lxDdt gu/ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

10.   Be careful! -xf]l;of/ x'g'xf];\ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

11.   I promise, I won’t tell a lie. -d jfrf u5'{, ca e'm6f af]lNbg\ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

12.   Would you like to use my pen? -tkfO{ d]/f] snd k|of]u ug{ rfxg'x'G5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

13.   I don’t think so. -dnfO{ t To:tf] nfUb}g ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

14.   I’m not so sure. -d olsg 5}g ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

15.   I don’t agree. -d t ;xdt 5}g ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

D)   Expressives -cleJolQmd"ns_

1.   I love your voice. -dnfO{ tkfO{sf] :j/ dg k5{ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

2.   Ouch! You stepped on my feet. -c}of Û ltdLn] v'§fdf 6]ls lbof} ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

3.   I’m proud to welcome you in this beautiful village. -tkfOnfO{ of] ;'Gb/ ufpFdf :jfut

ug{ kfpFbf uj{ u5'{._

…………………………………………………………………………………
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4.   Very warm welcome to you. -tkfO{nfO{ w]/} Gofgf] :jfut 5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

5.   I’m sorry that lied to you. -tkfO{;Fu e'mÝf af]n]sf]df b'MvL 5' ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

6.   Thank you for calling. -kmf]g u/]sf]df wGojfb 5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

7.   I beg your pardon. -d dfkmL rfxG5' ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

8.   I’ve to give you credit. -d}n] tkfO{nfO{ k|z+;f ug'{k5{ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

9.   Welcome back to class! -sIffdf k'gM :jfut 5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

10.   Congratulations on winning the tournament. -k|ltof]lutfdf lahoL ePsf]df awfO{ 5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

11.  Congratulations! -awfO{ 5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

12.  Thank you for nice work, Mohan. -/fd|f] sfdsf] nfuL wGojfb, df]xg ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

13.   You did a great job, Bikash. -ljsf; ltdLn] 7"nf] sfd u¥of} ._

…………………………………………………………………………………
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14.   I’m sorry about losing your radio. -tkfO{sf] /]l8of] x/fPsfn] d b'MvLt 5' ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

15.   I want to express my sorrow at failing you on this test. -of] k/LIffdf tkfO{ cg'lQ0f{

x'Fbf d b'MvLt 5' ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

E)   Declarations -3f]if0ffTds _

1.   I dismissed you from the job. -d}n] ltdLnfO{ hflu/af6 x6fOlbP ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

2.   Move out of the way! -af6f] 5f]8L b]pm ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

3. The government has declared a state of emergency. -;/sf/n] ;+s6sfn 3f]if0ff u/]sf]

5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

4.   I hereby appoint you on the post of primary teacher. -tkfO{nfO{ k|fylds lzIfs kbdf

lgo'Qm u5'{ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

5.   I accuse you of lying. -d tkfO{nfO{ e'm6sf] bf]ifL b]V5' ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

6.   I warn you not to jump off the roof. -d]/f] r]tfjgL 5taf6 xfd gkmfNg'xf]nf ._

…………………………………………………………………………………
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7.   We find the defendant guilty. -xfdL k|ltjfbLnfO{ bf]ifL kfpF5f} ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

8.   No thanks, I can take care of my suitcase. -cxF kb}{g, d ;'6\s]zsf] x]/ljrf/ cfk}m u5'{ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

9.   I now pronounce you husband and wife. -cj d tkfO{x?nfO{ klt / klTg ePsf] 3f]if0ff

u5'{ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

10.   I swear, I beg you. -d s;d vfG5', d]/f] ljGtL 5 ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

11.   I hereby resign from the post of secondary level English teacher. -d dfWolds

txsf] lzIfs kbaf6 /flhgfdf lbG5' ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

12.   I name this boy Kamal Pandey. -d of] s]6fsf] gfd sdn kf08] /fV5' ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

13.   You’re out! -ltdL aflx/ 5f} ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

14.   I’m sure we can save your money. -d lgZro u5'{, xfdL tkfO{sf] k};f ;'/lIft u5f}{ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

15.   I’d like to announce that Mr. Pandey and Mrs. Shrma are going to be getting

married. -d >L kf08] / :f'>L zdf{sf] ljjfx x'Fb}5 eg]/ 3f]if0ff u5'{ ._

…………………………………………………………………………………

Thank you. -wGojfb ._


